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The observation and detection of the subsea environment urgently require large-scale and long-term observation

platforms. The design and development of subsea autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) involve three key points: the

subsea-adapted main body structure, agile motion performance that adapts to complex underwater environments, and

underwater acoustic communication and positioning technology. 
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1. Overview

The observation and detection of the subsea environment is an important way of exploring and studying the ocean, which

is also crucial for building maritime power. The observation and detection of the subsea environment are also important

for marine scientific research, resource detection, global climate change research, marine archaeology, and military target

detection.

At present, the technical means for seabed observation and exploration are relatively limited and mainly include the

deployment of submarine buoys, unmanned/manned underwater vehicles, and seabed observation networks. The

submarine observation network utilizes cables (usually optoelectronic composite cables) to connect observation stations

(i.e., Subsea Stations) on the seabed into a network, transmitting electricity as well as observation data. With the seabed

observation network, we can conduct long-term, uninterrupted, and real-time multi-parameter monitoring of specific water

bodies . However, due to the fixed platforms of the seabed observation network and submarine buoys, the observation

and detection range is rather limited, and as a result, underwater vehicles are still important platforms for the observation

and detection of seabed movement.

However, the terrain and topography of the seabed are rugged and varied, with features such as seamounts, hills, ridges,

and trenches. There exist significant practical limitations for traditional underwater vehicles when operating in complex

terrains. The Deep Submergence Vehicle (DSV) can carry scientists to the seabed for direct observation, but its range of

activity is extremely limited. The unmanned remotely operated vehicle (ROV) is connected to the deck control station

through an umbilical cable, which restricts its mobility in limited space, thus the ROV cannot conduct large-scale

observation and detection. The motion range of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) or underwater gliders (AUGs) is

not limited by umbilical cables, although transversal propellers are usually required to increase their maneuverability when

operating near the seabed. Therefore, existing submersible platforms cannot provide sufficient support for subsea

observation and exploration missions.

With the development of ocean technology, new forms of underwater vehicles gradually come into our vision, including

underwater crawling machines that can directly move on the seabed and have been applied to long-term observation ,

deep-sea sampling , and other scenarios. Biomimetic submersibles have more flexible driving methods and stronger

environmental adaptability by imitating the forms of marine organisms such as fish , manta rays , octopus 

, and crabs .

In recent years, with the expansion of the scope and period of underwater observation and exploration, the demand for

submersible platforms has extended from fixed-point and short-term observations to large-scale and long-term three-

dimensional collaborative observations. However, the existing traditional and fixed observation methods are limited by

their respective technical characteristics and cannot collaborate efficiently, making it difficult to achieve effective

observation and detection of the seabed environment. At present, there are a number of AUVs capable of performing

multiple tasks in the seabed environment; nevertheless, benthic underwater vehicles are preferred to have long-term

residential capability and high agility (Figure 1). Such unmanned autonomous mobile platforms are known as “subsea

AUVs,” or subsea resident AUVs (RAUVs)  and subsea robots .
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Figure 1. Operating range of various underwater robots in water bodies.

Since the world’s first AUV was developed by the University of Washington in the 1950s, the development of AUV has

been ongoing for more than 60 years. With the development of computer technology and the increasing maturity of

electronic technology, in the late 1990s, AUV entered a rapid development stage, and a number of influential AUVs were

successfully developed and applied, including ABE in the United States, Autosub in the United Kingdom, and Theseus in

Canada. AUV technology has come into a new development era since the beginning of the 21st century, with the

emergence of an increasing number of commercialized AUVs such as Hydroid’s Bluefin series in the United States,

Kongsberg’s REMUS and HUGIN series in Norway, and Teledyne’s Gavia series in the United States. AUV has entered

the stage of practical application.

Traditional torpedo-shaped AUVs are mostly underactuated systems with strong nonlinearity and coupling in a control

system. When AUV is applied to the seabed environment, considering the complexity of seabed fluid action and model

parameter uncertainty, controlling the AUV is difficult. With the development of underwater technology and the expansion

of application scenarios, AUV has emerged in various structural forms.

Saab Seaeye’s Sabertooth AUV has a rectangular body structure (Figure 2a) and is neutrally buoyant, balancing

endurance and maneuverability. Sabertooth AUV has a working depth of 2400 m and can switch between AUV and ROV

operating modes. Flatfish AUV also has bottom-dwelling capabilities but has a different shape  (Figure 2b). Houston

Mechatronics Inc.’s Aquanaut can deform to adapt to different operation scenarios. When sailing, it adopts a rectangular

shape to effectively reduce motion resistance. When it reaches its destination, it can open its mechanical arm to perform

operations (Figure 2c). Cellula Robotics Imotus is a low-speed, hoverable AUV used for small-scale continuous

observation (Figure 2d). Eelume has a slender body structure that can be used for detection in narrow pipe spaces 

(Figure 2e).
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Figure 2. Various structural forms of AUVs : (a) Saab Seaeye’s Sabertooth AUV, (b) Flatfish AUV, (c)

Houston Mechatronics Inc.’s Aquanaut, (d) Cellula Robotics Imotus, (e) Eelume.

Based on previous research, the following contents intends to review and discuss the correlated technologies required

more specifically for subsea AUVs, give one example of the subsea AUVs, and subsequently introduce the specific design

considerations for the AUH.

2. The Mobility and Agility of Subsea AUV

Traditionally, the study of underwater vehicles mainly focuses on rapidity and endurance, especially when it comes to the

maximum speed of AUV; however, there are few studies on its agility. Due to the complexity of the seabed environment,

the maneuverability and agility of underwater vehicles are important indicators for the performance evaluation of subsea

AUVs.

The agility of a submersible refers to its effectiveness and speed when it comes to changing its speed, direction, and

location. The concept of agility also includes the concept of maneuverability, which refers to the ability to change speed,

direction, and location while maintaining stability (Figure 3), as detailed below:

Figure 3. Mobility of the underwater vehicle: (a) illustration of speed, direction, and location mobility; (b) underwater

vehicles with location mobility.

Speed mobility: On the one hand, this refers to faster and more stable seabed navigation capabilities, and on the other

hand, it refers to the ability to work at extremely low speeds (including hovering, i.e., zero speed).

Direction mobility: This refers to the ability to turn and change pitch, yaw, and roll in three degrees of freedom, i.e.,

attitude control. Mobile submersibles need to have both instantaneous angular velocity and large-angle stability. Due to

the need to quickly adapt to the complexity of seabed topography, direction mobility is particularly important for subsea

AUVs.

Location mobility: This part is less considered during submersible design. It refers to the ability of the vehicle to move

through different environments—air, land, water surface, water body, and seabed. For example, an amphibious aircraft

needs to have the ability to fly in the air and dive underwater. For subsea AUVs, it is mainly about having stable

operation capabilities, from landing on water bodies, diving to the seabed, and taking off from the seabed.

Agility refers to how quickly the vehicle changes its speed, direction, and location. Speed agility is the ability of the vehicle

to accelerate or decelerate. Direction agility involves angular velocity and other quantities such as the turning radius of a

submersible. Location agility refers to the time it takes for the vehicle to change locations. Agility provides necessary

conditions for expanding the navigation performance and operational capabilities of submersibles and is a key focus of

subsea AUV technology development.

In recent years, as the application scenarios have expanded, researchers have carried out preliminary work on the

analysis and improvement of the agility of underwater vehicles. The design goal of traditional vehicles is to pursue

increased mobility, that is, faster speed and higher propulsion efficiency, while there is less research on mobility in
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confined spaces and agility in complex seabed environments. In terms of directional agility, Kumar et al.  designed a

split-shell submersible in which the agility of the vehicle is increased by optimizing the steering mode and lateral force and

studied its impact on the control system of the vehicle. Gao et al.  designed a hybrid propulsion underwater vehicle with

propellers and biomimetic fins. The hybrid drive mode makes the vehicle both fast and agile, making it more adaptable to

complex marine environments. Inspired by amphibious/terrestrial animals, underwater vehicles with location agility have

been developed, including mechanical turtles  and four-finned biomimetic submersibles , all of which have the ability

to change between land–water–seabed and other multi-sites.
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